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When perfume becomes simple, 
conscious & committed

This is the story of a brand that was designed with a clear and 
simple intention. Perfumery – especially in the case of niche 
brands – has always told stories, but does that lyrical and  
poetic universe actually improve the scent? 
Stripping away a perfume in order to discover its fundamental 
dimension and its pure and accessible creations is the very  
essence of Olibanum.

Boswellia Sacra, Salalah Sultanate of Oman, April 2019
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WHY

In order to express its creativity and uniqueness, Olibanum 
chose olibanum, a rare resin that is more precious than gold, 
to mark a return to the source and to simplicity. Coveted by 
pharaohs and kings of antiquity, this burnt offering, which 
adorned altars around the world in India, Africa, Europe, and 
Mesopotamia, was believed to convey the prayers of rituals 
both sacred and secular.

From India all the way to the Horn of Africa and passing  
through the Sultanate of Oman, the olibanum resin is harvested 
by cutting into the bark of the Boswellia tree to awaken  
its woodsy, aromatic, balsamic, mineral, spicey and lemony  
tonalities.

As the signature scent of the Olibanum collection of fragrances, 
olibanum essence, both unveiled and accentuated, blends with 
an emblematic raw material of perfumery. 
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Olibanum BRAND

Even if simplicity is not always synonymous with perfumery, 
it is one of Olibanum's pillars, nevertheless. Perfumes that 
say how they smell and that smell how they say aim to be  
everything except ordinary.

For each Olibanum fragrance composition remains intentionally 
simple: Olibanum + 1 Raw material.

Olibanum is intent on minimizing its environmental impact. 
The formulas are elaborated with ethical natural ingredients, 
clean synthetic molecules and organic alcohol made in France. 
Natural raw materials come from conservation and/or giving 
back programs.

The olibanum used in each of the Olibanum creations is derived 
from an extraction method that does not generate greenhouse 
gases or pollutants.

The flacons are made of a glass that is 40 % lighter, which means 
less material required for production along with a reduction in 
emissions, logistics and transportation. The screws are easily  
removed from the pump, thus making each flacon completely  
recyclable.
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Olibanum has also chosen not to use a cap on its flacon, opting 
for a security clip instead, thus eliminating the production of 
an added component while also avoiding evaporation of the 
perfume inadvertently.
The boxes, made of recycled cardboard, are recyclable, unal-
tered, unbleached and unvarnished. As for the labels, they 
use glue and water-based ink that are solvent-free.

Olibanum wants to be involved in improving well-being and is 
committed to supporting different humanitarian projects and 
developmental aide. Since its launch, Olibanum has partne-
red with associations such as L’Homme et l’Environnement as 
well as Gazelle Harambee in order to help finance the liveli-
hood of local communities by increasing their revenue while 
also respecting their lifestyle.
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AT THE ORIGIN OF Olibanum, GÉRALD GHISLAIN

With his luxuriant imagination, Gérald Ghislain founded  
Histoires de Parfums in 2000. This brand with its creations, 
which are particulary romantic and rich in temperament, conti-
nue to seduce enthusiats of olfactory stories about notorious 
characters, emblematic raw materials and mythical years.

In 2021 with the pandemic in full swing, this entrepreneur, 
brimming with ideas, launched his Olibanum creation. While 
Histoires de Parfums tells stories and spins dreams, Olibanum 
is all about the scent. If these creations are void of storytel-
ling, it's simply to return to and focus on the purity of the raw  
materials. And for an added personalized touch, each perfume 
has been designed around olibanum, his favorite scent.

Over the course of his travels, Gérald Ghislain has discovered 
the splendor of numerous countries associated with perfumery. 
At the same time, he has seen some of challenges that commu-
nities in some regions of the world face. Thus, it is not surprising 
that he wanted to give a humane dimension to Olibanum, by 
creating a perfume house committed to supporting humanitarian 
projects and economic development.Gérald Ghislain, Founder

Olibanum HAS NO OTHER CLAIM THAN TO  
MAKE YOU SMELL GOOD.  

I WANTED TO CREATE A BRAND THAT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF,  
FOCUSED ON A SOLE RAW MATERIAL,  

WITH A REASONABLE ECOLOGICAL IMPACT.  
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LAYERING AND THE ART OF PERSONALISING YOUR  
PERFUME

Because they have been formulated with the same olfactory 
structure, Olibanum creations are also intended to be worn 
together.

Olibanum thus revives the playful art of layering, the traditional 
Middle Eastern practice of superimposing several perfumes 
to create a unique and personal trail that can be changed at 
will, depending on whether it is cool or warm outside, whether 
you are in a seductive or serenely introspective mood.
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P E R F U M E S  C O L L E C T I O N
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Sacra
Perfumer: Sylvie Jourdet

The purity of Somalian olibanum sublimated by fir balsam and 
a veil of white musks. The original perfume, simply.

Rose Berry - Olibanum* - Cedar - Pine - Balsam Fir - Vetiver - 
White Musk

The detail that makes the difference 
The resin of the balsam fir whose fruity note brings a touch 
of modernity.

Layering

Sa. +++
Sacra can be combined with all Olibanum fragrances to bring 
out the notes of resins and olibanum.

Olibanum extract CO2
The CO2 extraction method is both more  
respectful to the environment and the raw 
materials. To the environment because it 
is faster, generates less energy and does 
not release pollutants or greenhouse 
gases into nature; and to the raw materials  
because its low temperature preserves  
the most volatile molecules for an almost 
"botanical" olfactory result.
All of our Olibanum fragrances contain an 
olibanum CO2 extract.

OLIBANUM is the resin obtained from the incision of trees of 
the Boswellia genus, present from the south of the Arabian 
Peninsula to Kenya and India. Of all these, the Sacra variety, 
endemic to the Sultanate of Oman, is historically the most  
renowned, both for its mineral, lemony and minty fragrance 
and for its therapeutic virtues. It is this resin that been used 
for millennia in religious rituals. It is therefore not by chance 
that the "totem perfume" of the collection is called Sacra.
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Ambrette
Perfumer: Luca Maffei

The musky, powdery and sensual notes of ambrette combine 
with olibanum to melt on the skin in a regressive accord. 
A vegetal musk soft as a cloud, with its almondy and vanilla 
accents.

Bergamot - Ambrette - Almond - Olibanum - Vanilla - White 
Musks

The detail that makes the difference
The almondy note, softening the resinous touch of olibanum.

Layering

Am. + Os.    or    Am. + Yu.

Use Ambrette's musky facet to give volume to Osmanthus or 
its almond base to soften Yuzu's angles.

Native to Asia, AMBRETTE is 
a plant related to the hibiscus 
whose leaves contain fragrant 
seeds. Its use is very old. It was 
incorporated into remedies 
for all sorts of ailments while 
some South American indige-
nous tribes substituted it for 
coffee. In the 18th century, this  
"vegetable musk" was used to  
powder and scent gloves and 
wigs. It is that very scent that 
gives Ambrette its lift and sheen.
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Cardamome
Perfumer: Sylvie Jourdet

A captivating cardamom, coated with a tad of lavender, eva-
porating in woody vapours of cedarwood and patchouli.

Cardamom - Lavender - Davana - Cinnamon - Olibanum - Cedar -  
Patchouli

The detail that makes the difference
Fruity davana that comfits the strong character of cardamom.

Layering

Ca. + Mt.    or    Ca. + Ox.
Use Cardamome's fresh and fruity facets to support Maté or 
take advantage of the leather-caramel notes to give more 
density to Opoponax.

Native to the region of Abar in India, CARDAMOM is a reed-
like plant whose green or black capsules protect campho-
raceous and aromatic scented seeds. Introduced into Europe 
by Alexander the Great who brought it back from his conquest, 
the "Queen of Spices" quickly found its place in royal gastro-
nomy. In perfumery, cardamom brings a characteristic vibration 
to the top notes; an explosion of freshness that shivers on the 
skin. Sniff Cardamome to get the gist of it.
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Cuir végétal
Perfumer: Sylvie Jourdet

An androgynous and monochromatic leather dried by Atlas  
and Virginia Cedarwoods. The scent to be seen during Fashion 
Week.

Elemi - Cardamom - Cumin - Iris - Carrot Seed - Olibanum - 
Sandalwood Album* - Black Oud - Cedar - Patchouli

The detail that makes the difference
Black oud, or Aetoxylon, a cousin of the traditional oud, brin-
ging all its leathery potency to the fragrance.

Layering

Cr. + Od.    or    Cr. + Sf.
Use the mineral side of Cuir végétal to give depth to Oud or 
to dry Safran.

*Sandalwood Album upcycled
Sandalwood (Santalum Album) originally came from the Mysore region of southern  
India. It is in the Kununurra region of Australia that it is once again being cultivated with 
the participation of the local aboriginal populations. Since the 1970s, tens of thousands 
of hectares of sandalwood have been planted alongside other species, as sandalwood 
is a parasitic tree that needs the proximity of other species to grow. 
The sandalwood used in Cuir végétal is made from the upcycling of the dregs of  
a first distillation. This second extraction produces an essence with a characteristic  
olfactory profile: liquorous, candied apricot and roasted, smoky and caramelised.
This initiative allows local people to benefit not only from the sandalwood they use but 
also from its waste: a fine example of virtuous and circular economy.

The LEATHER note in perfumery is quite recent as it refers to 
the smell of the boots worb by Russian soldiers whose leather 
was proofed with birch tar. Leather usually has two facets, an 
animalic one made with woods such as Atlas Cedarwood; and a 
smoky one created with pyrogenic essences such as cade, styrax 
or birch tar. Some synthetic materials such as IBQ or Suederal 
can amp up its texture. For Cuir végétal it is the Black Oud and its 
naturally leathery smell which sets the tone.
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Gingembre
Perfumer: Sylvie Jourdet

A ginger energised by joyous citruses and warmed by a touch 
of a woody caramel.

Lemon - Blue Ginger* - Olibanum - Opoponax - Ambered 
Woods

The detail that makes the difference 
Opoponax, which links the fresh facets of olibanum and the  
smoothness of caramel.

Layering

Gg. + Sa.    or    Gg. + Tu.

Use Gingembre to help Sacra sparkle or create surprise by 
wedging its smokey base over Tubéreuse.

BLUE GINGER is at the very 
heart of Gingembre. Ende-
mic to Madagascar thus called  
because of the colour it takes on 
when oxidising in the open air. 
After distillation of its rhizome, 
we obtain a zesty, lemony and 
slightly rosy essence. 
With more than 400 active  
ingredients, the curative, diges-
tive and aphrodisiac properties 
of ginger have been proven for 
centuries: a genuine "universal 
medicine".

*Blue Ginger
The Vohimana reserve in Madagascar is managed by several associations such as 
L’Homme et l’Environnement, working together on fauna and flora preservation,  
as well as the improvement of living conditions of the local population.
Blue ginger used in Gingembre, is directly distilled on site, near the field, unlike other 
ginger varieties. This process keeps the fresh and citrusy odorous compounds that 
usually vanish when the ginger is dried. Additionally, it has been scientifically proven 
that blue ginger contains more anticancer molecules than other gingers.
From a sustainability point of view, the implementation of blue ginger cultivation has 
allowed to put a stop to the extremely destructive traditional stubble burning, offering 
a sustainable alternative to local communities.
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Iris
Perfumer: Luca Maffei

A silky, salty iris with solar sparkles of jasmine and violet.

Bergamot - Iris - Violet - Carrot Seed - Jasmine - Olibanum - 
Benzoin - Vetiver

The detail that makes the difference
Carrot seed, stylishly whispering its powdery and amber- 
scented facets.

Layering

Is. + Ro.    or    Is. + Va.

Use Iris' powdery side to touch up Rose or it's lightly radiant 
airs to make Vanille a little more sensual.

The IRIS formerly grown in in the vineyards of Florence, it is 
now cultivated in Central Europe and Morocco. Its flowers 
are fair but unscented so it is from their rhizomes that the  
famous “orris butter” is extracted. It can take from 6 to 12 
years of ageing for them to develop their characteristic  
metallic, floral or chocolate scent, which is what makes the iris 
so valuable in perfumery and turns Iris into a creamy, cosmetic 
and powdery composition.
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Maté
Perfumer: Florie Tanquerel

An effusive maté combined with a fruity fig and an aquatic 
dash of mint.

Cardamom - Mint - Maté - Fig - Olibanum - Amber - Cedar

The detail that makes the difference
Ultra invigorating spearmint that awakens and modernises 
the herbaceous maté.

Layering

Mt. + Vr.    or    Mt. + Cr.
Use the Maté's minty head notes to tonify Vétiver or to lend 
an aquatic freshness to Cuir végétal.

MATE is the traditional beverage of the Tupi-Guarani Indians 
made from the leaves of the ilex paraguariensis tree. Called 
mate by the conquistadors, from the Quechua name of the 
calabash used to prepare it (mati), mate has been known in 
Central America for thousands of years. Its arrival in perfu-
mery is quite recent and classifies it in the herbaceous notes 
alongside hay and tea, which is why Maté is awakened by a 
touch of aquatic mint and a green fig accord.
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Opoponax
Perfumer: Luca Maffei

An ambery opoponax brimming with cistus and tonka bean.

Rhum - Pink Pepper - Olibanum - Cinnamon - Tonka Bean - 
Opoponax - Cistus Labdanum

The detail that makes the difference
The swirling pink pepper before the resinous sweetness kicks in.

Layering

Ox. + Sf.    or    Ox. + Os.
Use Opoponax's spicy streams to awaken Safran or its warm 
resinous notes to contrast Osmanthus. 

OPOPONAX like olibanum 
and myrrh, is a resin, extrac-
ted from a certain species of 
shrubs of the Commiphora  
genus, growing from the 
Middle-East to East Africa. Its 
scent is balsamic, round, sweet 
and is often used to build  
amber accords. Coupled with 
olibanum, its toffeed facet 
gives to Opoponax its cha-
racteristically gourmand and 
sparkling opening.
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Osmanthus
Perfumer: Luca Maffei

A gentle osmanthus hemmed with rose and dry woods. A 
cloud of delicate and fruity flowers.

Pink Pepper - Osmanthus - Jasmine -  Peach - Olibanum -  
Cedar - Patchouli

The detail that makes the difference
The peach note, providing a fruity and velvety texture.

Layering

Os. + Tu.    or    Os. + Gg.

Use Osmanthus' peachy side to bring a little gentleness to 
Tubéreuse or its slightly acidic facet to render Gingembre a 
little more regressive.

OSMANTHUS is the flower 
of a shrub that mainly comes 
from China where it holds a 
strong symbolic and cultural 
value. Celebrated during the 
Mid-Autumn Festival, osman-
thus is the "moon flower".
Once solvent-extracted, the 
flower yields an absolute with 
deep peach, leather and “stone 
fruit pit water” nuances. 
Osmanthus brings out its jui-
ciest and fruitiest facets in an 
excessively velvety composi-
tion.
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Oud
Perfumer: Céline Perdriel

A sensual oud wrapped in an intense rose, like a line of kohl.

Olibanum - Geranium - Rose - Oud - Pimento - Patchouli

The detail that makes the difference
Pimento berry, the steamy spice that makes rose, oud and  
olibanum twist and twirl.

Layering

Od. + Tu.    or    Od. + Ox.
Use Oud's incense side to prop up Tubéreuse or take advan-
tage of its smokey base to darken Opoponax.

OUD is the fragrant resin produced by certain trees of the 
Aquilaria genus to protect themselves against the spread of a 
fungus. Used in India and the Arabian Peninsula since ancient 
times, oud appears in the Bible as a funeral perfume while in 
China, this "eagle wood" is still used in traditional medicine.
The oud used by Olibanum has a CITES certificate, guaranteeing 
that its production and sale do not harm the conservation 
of biodiversity and is based on the sustainable use of wild  
species.
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Patchouli
Perfumer: Clarisse Aparici

A deep patchouli exalted by a duo of cocoa and cashmeran.

Olibanum - Ginger - Patchouli - Sandalwood - Cashmeran - 
Cocoa - Peru Balm

The detail that makes the difference
A Peruvian cocoa Grand Cru exalting the patchouli.

Layering

Pi. + Ro.    or    Pi. + Va.

Use Patchouli's balmy base to anchor Rose or its cacao notes 
to make Vanille more sensual.

PATCHOULI is a plant from Indonesia whose leaves, when 
distilled, yield an essence with a woody, damp, earthy, even 
camphoraceous and cocoa-like odour. 
Its scent arrived in Europe via trunks filled with shawls from 
India; patchouli having insecticidal properties, it would be 
wrapped around precious fabrics to protect them from moths. 
It was brought back in the 1970s by American hippies for its 
supposed aphrodisiac properties.
It is one of the most important raw materials in perfumery, 
since it allows to structure a composition, to bring complexity 
or depth.
Patchouli brings out all its facets with the help of cashmeran 
and a rare cocoa extract.
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Rose
Perfumer: Sylvie Jourdet

A dewy rose juiced up by a red berries accord.

Pink Berry - Blackcurrant - Rose - Geranium - Coriander -  
Olibanum - Sandalwood

The detail that makes the difference
Coriander seed, giving freshness and volume to the rose and 
olibanum duet.

Layering

Ro. + Mt.    ou    Ro. + Ca.

Use Rose's greenness to make Maté more plant-like or Carda-
mome more flowery.

Cultivated for almost 5000 years, the ROSE is the most  
mythical of flowers, attribute of the goddesses, symbol of  
femininity, beauty and eternal love.
It is an essential ingredient in perfumery, but it is also rare 
because it takes about 4 tons of petals to obtain 1 kilo of  
essence – she’s not the "Queen of Flowers" for nothing. 
The Turkish rose absolute used in Rose adds its sickly waxy 
and honeyed facet to an otherwise dewy bouquet.
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Safran
Perfumer: Céline Perdriel

A leathery and elegant saffron streaked with spices and vanilla.

Coriander - Juniper - Myrrh - Olibanum - Saffron - Vanilla - 
Peru Balm - Blond Tobacco

The detail that makes the difference
The refined notes of blond tobacco that curl around the  
saffron.

Layering

Sf. + Tu.    or    Sf. + Ca.

Use Safran's leather base to make Tubéreuse more virile or 
have fun with its balmy notes to make Cardamome sweeter.

SAFFRON is the pistil of the Crocus Sativus. Cultivated in 
Persia for more than 3500 years for its vibrant colour and 
its leathery, herbaceous fragrance, saffron has spread around 
the Mediterranean and travelled as far as the courts of  
Europe, China and the Indian sub-continent where it always 
had a very strong symbolic value. Assimilated to gold and 
eternal life by the Greeks, to the flame of knowledge by the 
Hindus and the Buddhists, this "red gold" gives to Safran its 
affirmed character and an impression of supple and elegant 
leather.
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Santal
Perfumer: Sylvie Jourdet

An addictive sandalwood lit up by a delicate ylang and notes 
of roasted cumin.

Cardamom - Violet - Ylang-Ylang - Cumin - Sandalwood -  
Olibanum

The detail that makes the difference
Violet, enhancing its sweet facets to powder the wood.

Layering

Sl. + Ro.    or    Sl. + Os.
Use Santal's spicy note to make Rose slightly more sensual or 
bind its ylang-ylang note with Osmanthus' note of apricot peach.                    

Native to Southern India, SANDALWOOD is a tree whose main 
varieties in perfumery now come from Australia, New Caledonia, 
Sri Lanka and Tanzania. Known as the "King of the Woods", 
sandalwood plays an important role in Hindu rituals where it 
is used for burials, temple construction and incense sticks. 
Its milky note reminiscent of madeleines and amaretto, has 
made it useful in perfumes. 
It is a Sandalwood Album from Australia that gives to Santal 
its slightly creamy facet.
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Tubéreuse
Perfumer: Sylvie Jourdet

A creamy, cheeky tuberose with its overdose of ylang-ylang.

Tangerine - Tuberose - Ylang-Ylang - Heliotrope - Olibanum - 
Vanilla

The detail that makes the difference
Ylang-Ylang, an explosive flower that boosts the warmth of 
tuberose and enhances the spicy note of olibanum.

Layering

Tu. + Is.    or    Tu. + Ox.
Use Tubéreuse's vapors to heighten Iris' solar effects or render 
Opoponax even more heady.

Originally from Mexico, the TUBEROSE is nowadays mainly  
cultivated in India where it is woven into bridal necklaces. 
Brought into Europe in the 16th century, its heady, narcotic 
scent earned it a sulphurous reputation, to the point where 
young women of the court were forbidden to stroll in gardens 
at dusk, as the power of these "narcotic flowers" could lure 
them into temptation. Without it, Tubéreuse would surely not 
be so carnal, so lustful...
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Vanille
Perfumer: Sylvie Jourdet

A treacly vanilla contrasted by smoky notes of cade wood.

Olibanum - Cade Wood - Tonka Bean - Vanilla -  Benzoin - Styrax -  
Cistus Labdanum

The detail that makes the difference
The leather note of the styrax enhance the smoky nuances of 
the vanilla absolute.

Layering

Va. + Gg.    or    Va. + Ox.
Use Vanille's resinous notes to prop up Gingembre or its smokey 
woody base to amplify Opoponax.

VANILLA has a long history... Revered by the Totonacs, an 
Amerindian people, as a sign of invincible love, its name  
comes from a deformation of the Latin vagina (we don’t need 
to translate that) by means of vaina. 
If its smell is most often reminiscent of beige and custard, it is 
because the vanilla we know in aromas and perfumes is in fact 
vanillin, its main odorant compound. 
It is the Bourbon vanilla absolute, with woody and smoky  
undertones which gives all its soul to Vanille.
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VETIVER is a plant that grows in large green clumps and 
whose roots can reach up to three metres deep. Depending 
on whether it is grown in Insulinde, Reunion or Haiti, vetiver 
will produce radically different essences, with a woody-dry or 
woody-smoky profile and with facets ranging from peanut to 
mint or even grapefruit. 
It aptly contrasts the fougère aspect of Vétiver, stretching it 
into a dry-woody, smoky base.

Vétiver
Perfumer: Sylvie Jourdet

A crisp vetiver refreshed with hints of mandarin and geranium.  

Bergamote - Mandarin - Geranium - Pine  -  Olibanum - Cedar -  
Vetiver

The detail that makes the difference
The fresh and joyful note of mandarin and geranium mixed 
with the sophistication of vetiver.

Layering

Vr. + Sl.    or    Vr. + Am.

Use Vétiver’s dry woodsy base to give Santal density or its 
manly accord to structure Ambrette.
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Yuzu
Perfumer: Sylvie Jourdet

A fresh, green and joyous yuzu peppered with a sparkly and 
lively mandarin.

Yuzu - Bergamot - Petitgrain - Mandarin - Olibanum – Guaiac 
Wood - Ambered Woods

The detail that makes the difference
Guaiac wood with its smokey nature and power reinforces the 
yuzu.

Layering

Yu. + Ox.    or    Yu. + Mt.
Use Yuzu's bursting head notes to revive Opoponax or its 
lightly bitter notes to lighten Maté.

YUZU, or “Japanese lemon”, 
is a citrus resulting from the  
hybridisation of an ichang 
papeda lemon and a bitter 
mandarin. Although it is now 
a staple condiment on gour-
met tables, it has been used 
for nearly 1300 years and was 
imported into Japan, now its 
leading producer, during the 
Tang dynasty (618-907). 
In perfumery, yuzu brings a 
distinctive bitterness to the  
top notes without losing its pul-
piness, a particularity enhanced 
by a bouquet of aldehydes and 
green citrus in Yuzu.
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EAU DE PARFUM 50 ML 87 €
EAU DE PARFUM 12 ML 29 €


